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by Severus, and is often called the Wall of
Severus. The Wall of Antoninus, built in
139, extended between the Forth and the
Clyde rivers. It marked the northern boun-
dary of Eoman dominion. Portions of these
walls are still in a good state of preser-
vation.
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OME, the capital of the
modern kingdom of Italy,
a city possessing glorious
traditions and a history
reaching far back into
antiquity. Over seven
centuries before Christ,
so the story goes, a settle-
ment was made on one of
seven hills extending
along the left bank of the
Tiber River, about fifteen
miles from the sea. In
course of tune the neigh-
boring elevations were
peopled, and eventually
the settlements united to form the Rome of
history, a city great and powerful, ruling
the world from its seven hills. The Rome
of to-day is a religious center of the Western
Christendom and the residence of the Pope,
and in many respects it is like other mod-
ern cities. Yet its wonderful ruins, a price-
less heritage from the past, are ever there to
suggest the city of the ancient republic and
the world empire.
Ancient Rome. During the many hundred
years of Rome's existence its appearance and
condition changed repeatedly, but it is best
known as it appeared during the reign of
Emperor Augustus, when it was at the height
of its splendor. Of this ruler it was said that
he "found a city of wood and left one of
marble," The streets were crooked and nar-
row, but splendid public buildings, such as
temples, porticoes, theaters and baths, gave
parts of it an appearance of wonderful
beauty. At that tune the population is sup-
posed to have been more than a million, and
in the time of Trajan it was not far short
of two million.
Ancient Rome was surrounded by higli
walls, the Tiber was spanned by eight or
nine bridges, and within the walls-were open
places, or parks, covered with grass and
trees. Several paved spaces, surrounded by
imposing buildings, were the places of pub-
lie meeting, and of such the Forum Rowan-
b, wbich lay between the Capitoline and
 Palatine hills, was chief, although the Forum
of Trajan was more splendid. The central
street of the city was the Via Sacra, or
Sacred Way, which, beginning at the base
of the Capitoline Hill, ran along the Forum
by the Colosseum and to the space between
the Esquiline and Caelian hills. The two
principal roads leading out of Rome were
the Flaminian Way, or Great North Road,
and the Appian Way, or Great South Road.
The oldest and most sacred temple was that
of Jupiter Capitolinus, on the Capitoline
Hill. The Pantheon, a temple of various
gods, was a great circular building with a
dome roof, 140 feet wide and 140 feet high.
It was a marvel of construction, and so well
was the work done that the Pantheon is
still in excellent preservation.
Other temples built at various times were
the white marble Temple of Apollo, on the
Palatine; the Temple of Minerva, which
Pompey built and which Augustus covered
with bronze; the Temple of Peace, once the
richest and most beautiful in Rome; the
Temple of the Sun, and the magnificent
Temple of Venus, which Caesar caused to
be built to her. The principal imperial pal-
aces were on the Palatine Hill. The most
magnificent of the amphiteaters was that of
Titus, completed in A. d. 80, and now known
as the Colosseum. The Circus Maximus, be-
tween the Palatine and the Aventine, and the
theaters of Pompey and Mareellus, were all
celebrated for their size and elegance. The
public baths of Rome were numerous, and
some of them were enormous buildings, splen-
didly decorated and furnished. Extensive
ruins of the baths of Caracalla and of Diocle-
tian still remain and testify to the luxury
with which the pleasure-loving Romans sur-
rounded themselves.
Rome was decorated with triumphal arches
and beautiful columns, built at various times.
In the corner of the Forum may still be seen
the great Arch of Septimius Severus; at the
other end is the beautiful Arch of Titus,
and nearer the Colosseum is the well-pre-
served Arch of Constantine. Trajan's beau-
tiful pillar, 117 feet high, still stands among
the ruins of his Forum. A spiral panel,
running from top to bottom, shows ib relief
the triumphs of Trajan, and furnishes to
modern scholars the best illustrations of the
costumes and habits of the epoch. Within,
a flight of stairs gives access to the top of th&
pillar. Magnificent tombs were located here

